2015 ROBERT W. VAN HOUTEN AWARD FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE BALLOT

The Van Houten Award balloting process uses a relatively complicated algorithm in order to be fair across different size departments. Due to the complexity of the process, only ballots submitted using the “Submit Ballot” in the upper right corner of this document will be considered. In doing so, a file is saved via email with your votes. Identifiers of voters is neither collected nor considered in the evaluation process. The only exception being that multiple ballots from the same email address will be invalidated.

Under the columns headed by the word “Had”, please check off ALL instructors who you have had during your time at NJIT. If you are ranking for three instructors, the column “Had Top 3” will be checked. Checking of boxes is accomplished by clicking on a given box. Likewise, ranking is selected using a drop down menu. Under the columns headed by the word “Had”, please check off ALL instructors who you have had during your time at NJIT. If you are ranking for three instructors, the column “Had Top 3” will be checked. Checking of boxes is accomplished by clicking on a given box. Likewise, ranking is selected using a drop down menu.

In order to avoid having your ballot invalidated, YOU MUST vote for only three individuals and YOU MUST have rankings. Likewise, the number of instructors listed as “Had” must equal or exceed the number of instructors ranked. Failure to do so will invalidate your ballot.

Past Van Houten Award recipients are ineligible and are not listed below. The Alumni Association of NJIT and the Van Houten Award candidates appreciate your time and efforts in submitting your vote. Ballots must be submitted by no later than November 7, 2015 in order to be considered.